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KNIPEX Quality – Made in Germany

10” Cobra® Pliers
87 01 250 SBA

 patented push-button adjustment maintains 
jaw size setting
 easily grips pipes, nuts, and bolts
  gripping surface with special hardened 
teeth is wear resistant and grips any 
shaped object
 self-locking on pipes and nuts means no 
slipping on the work piece

$2933
Also available 
87 01 300 SBA
12” Cobra® Pliers 

$4032

8” Long Nose Pliers
26 11 200 SBA

 elastic precision tips will not deform or 
bend and spring back into place
 half round, tapered jaws provide 
a long, thin and deep reach
 integrated side cutter with induction 
hardened edges for cutting soft, medium  
and hard wire

Also available 
26 12 200 SBA
8” Long Nose Pliers 
Comfort Grip

$2523

High Leverage  
Mini Bolt Cutter
71 31 200 SBA

  precision matched, induction 
hardened edges cut hard, soft and 
piano wire, bolts, screws, rivets  
and nails

 20-to-1 compound joint ratio

  ergonomically optimized 
handle shape allows a firm and 
comfortable grip for  
the hand

$5191

10” Auto Adjusting Water Pump Pliers 
85 01 250 SBA

 the ideal tool for repetitive gripping of different size work pieces
 automatic, one-handed operation
 slim head fits into confined spaces
 guard prevents operator’s fingers from being pinched
 locking lever for safe transport

$4930

10” High Leverage  
Diagonal Cutter
74 01 250 SBA

  precision matched, induction hardened cutting 
edges cut soft, hard, piano and ACSR wire
 heavy duty fixed forged axle rivet joint ensures 
smooth operation 
 high cutting performance with minimum effort 
due to optimum coordination of the cutting edge 
angle, transmission ratio and  
ergonomic handle shape

$3549
Also available 
74 21 250 SBA
10” Angeled  
Diagonal Cutter

$3671

$2842

Get the job done…with KNIPEX.

Sales Price Valid  
NOW through November 11



KNIPEX Quality – Made in Germany

6 1/4” Cable Shear
95 11 165 SBA

 for cutting copper and aluminum 
cables, single and multiple wire
 precision ground, hardened blades 
make cutting wires easier and more 
productive
 produces a clean and smooth cut 
without crushing the wire
 lightweight and compact design 
makes the tool perfect for use in tight 
spaces

$2753

$3300

7 1/2” Wire Rope Cutter
95 61 190 SBA

   induction hardened cutting edges cut 
medium / hard wire up to 1/4” in diameter

   high leverage for reduced effort on the part 
of the user

    special blade geometry prevents the wire 
rope from fanning out

   includes a built-in crimper for end ferrules

   features an opening spring and 
locking lever

$4414

Dismantling Knife 
1000V Insulated
98 55 SBA

  solid, fixed hook blade
 guide shoe prevents the blade 
from nicking 
 the insulation of internal wires
 stainless steel blade is vacuum hardened

$3935

4 In 1 Electrician Pliers 
Awg 10,12,14
13 01 614 SBA

  the ideal pliers for electrical work
 for gripping, bending, cutting and 
crimping
 for cutting soft, medium and hard wire

  precision cutting edges additionally 
induction hardened; cutting edge 
hardness approx. 60 HRC.  

10” Alligator® Pliers
88 01 250 SBA

 fine, multi-groove adjustment 
means an optimum adjustment to 
different size work pieces
 self-locking on pipes and nuts = no 
slipping off the work piece, no  
knuckle-busting
 gripping surface with special hardened 
teeth is wear resistant and can grip any 
shaped object
 box joint design provides directional 
stability

$2167

Distributed by:

Get the job done…with KNIPEX.

Sales Price Valid  
NOW through November 11
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